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Looking for a remote job from the Netherlands
Experiences

Mar 2021 – Today Senior Devops, Phenix
As the sole DevOps at Phenix, I am the versatile Swiss Army knife for the development teams. I’ve
established an infrastructure based on AWS with a focus on Kubernetes. My role involves continuously
improving this infrastructure, guiding the implementation of tools (CI/CD with Github Actions, migration
to Docker), and ensuring the reliability, security, and scalability of our platforms.
Furthermore, I contribute to cross-team technical initiatives (recovery plan, security policy, roadmap).

Jul 2020 – Jan 2021 Educational consultant, Freelance
As a Freelancer, I undertook various pedagogical missions for training platforms such as Studi, Open-
classrooms, and Librecours. I was involved in quality control for a complete developer training program,
student support, and the creation of course materials (both written and video) for introductory courses
in computer science and Linux.

Jan 2019 – May 2020 Ops Engineer, Dawex, Lyon (69)
Within the infrastructure team, I contributed to the maintenance and evolution of the cloud infrastructure
(AWS), platform monitoring, and security. Notably, I implemented a complete stack for centralizing and
managing logs from our various Kubernetes clusters, leveraging Elasticsearch and Kibana.

Nov 2018 – Jan 2019 DevOps, Synolia, Lyon (69)
Within the sysadmin team, I took part in the implementation of Ansible for automating the configuration
of client’s servers and managing the employee’s workstations.

Oct 2017 – Oct 2018 SRE (DevOps) on Kafka, OVH, Lyon (69)
Setup and administration of internal Kafka clusters at OVH. I ensured service continuity, monitoring,
metric reporting, and ongoing product improvement.

Skills

Environments GNU/Linux (Debian/Ubuntu), Docker, Kubernetes, Amazon Web Services

Tools Git/Github Actions, Terraform, Ansible, Datadog, Helm, Chef

Languages Python, Bash, Golang

Softwares Prometheus/Victoria Metrics, Grafana, Elasticsearch

Other Teaching, professional english (TOEIC 955/990) and french native speaker

Education

Sep 2014 – Jul 2017 Engineering degree in computer science, UTC (60)
Specialized in system and network administration.

Sep 2013 – Mai 2014 Bachelor’s degree in Telecommunications and Networks, University of Savoie (73)
Courses of sysadmin/networking, telecommunications, signal processing and monitoring

Sep 2011 – Jun 2013 Technical degree - Electricity and electronics, IUT 1 - Grenoble (38)
Specialized in automatism and networks.

Hobbies

Computer science and system administration enthusiast, I enjoy exploring new tools and sharing my knowledge.
I dedicate myself to administering my own online services for personal use. I have a particular affinity for free software
and privacy. With a curious nature, I spend a significant amount of time reading popular science, economics, and
political materials.
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